
00:00:38 Ben Birdsell: Morning All! 

00:00:57 Terry Butler: GM 

00:00:58 Alonzo Alexander: Good Morning All 

00:01:10 Jose Guerra: good morning 

00:01:14 Ron Ryder: Cheers! 

00:01:19 Leigh ß: good morning 

00:01:21 Frank Slegtenhorst: Good morning everyone 

00:01:22 Gregg Blumenfeld: morning 

00:11:20 craig: great idea 

00:17:15 Thomas Leong: Is the difference the  volume breakout bars the you need the volume 

break in either direction? Does the bar break into two bars once you hit the volume threshold? 

00:21:42 Thomas Leong: just confused about repainting 

00:22:12 craig: I donthave volume breakout bars 

00:23:33 Leigh ß: it maybe called "ncatVolumeBreakout" too. 

00:27:53 Thomas Leong: I like the dow theory, it would be nice if you could see it historically. 

00:28:23 Thomas Leong: I like that it says choppy instead of just bullish or bearish 

00:30:27 Dave Heap: Are templates made for these setups? 

00:33:21 craig: Is ncatVolumeReversal the volume breakout bars 

00:40:52 Thomas Leong: I just use default for dow theory 

00:46:59 Dave Heap: Where are these indicators? 

00:51:48 Thomas Leong: my username/password doesn't work on the new ncat signal lab, my 

UESA still works. 

00:52:26 Thomas Leong: I did sign up for the white glove 

00:53:10 Dave Heap: Have found a few bugs. 

00:53:26 Kayson: what bars are those 

00:55:09 Leigh ß: heres a improved risk-reward tool (its ninjatraders tool which i improved) 

00:55:18 Kayson: got error message download link is not valid 

00:55:34 Kayson: for thr bars 

00:55:46 Kayson: cool 



00:55:49 Leigh ß: for anyone 

00:56:04 Dave Heap: Have also had that kind of error. 

00:56:06 Leigh ß: its basically what ninjatraders SHOULD OF DONE lol.. 

00:56:34 Kayson: web page with those words 

00:56:39 Frank Slegtenhorst: thanks Leigh! 

00:56:44 Gregg Blumenfeld: Thx, Leigh! 

00:57:12 Kayson: yup 

00:57:18 Leigh ß: i added "Show text labels" option that shows T1... T2.. Stop etc.. 

00:57:19 Gregg Blumenfeld: Indeed 

00:57:34 Leigh ß: lol 

00:57:36 Kayson: position size too leigh? 

00:58:10 Ben Birdsell: Leigh, much appreciated, thanks 

00:58:42 Leigh ß: i can add position sizing but for now its just ratio based on risk to reward, inline 

with ninjatrader too. 

00:58:57 Kayson: cool thx much 

01:02:31 Thomas Leong: Do you have a specific NFP strategy? 

01:06:06 Kayson: where's the squeeze indicator 

01:07:02 Dave Heap: Yea, where's the squeeze? 

01:08:03 LARRY SHEPHARD: I do not have that ion my pack. 

01:08:16 LARRY SHEPHARD: ok 

01:08:17 Ben Birdsell: I like your Wild Card, very clean signals. 

01:08:47 Dave Heap: Got it, thanks! 

01:09:32 Kayson: setting for filter again please 

01:13:34 Kayson: thx 

01:14:27 Frank Slegtenhorst: I like this Wild Card. Simple and high hitratio. 

01:17:52 Thomas Leong: ZB is tight 

01:19:38 Frank Slegtenhorst: Good advice 

01:19:40 Kayson: the volatility stops under signallab and UESA look different 

01:20:07 Kayson: plots look different 



01:20:09 Thomas Leong: Have we done any sessions featuring scanner looking for entries? 

01:21:37 Thomas Leong: More scanners is good 

01:21:46 Kayson: yeah...take a look at it please 

01:22:09 Thomas Leong: I look at too many charts and I imagine trades. 

01:22:35 Thomas Leong: actually looking at charts too long 

01:23:33 Thomas Leong: maybe postit in the signal lab so everybody can get it. 

01:23:42 Leigh ß: thats my gravity line trade from upper gravity line for anyone....for any 

workshop followers. 

01:26:50 Thomas Leong: Looks good 

01:30:21 Kayson: what r the points for the GLine leigh 

01:32:06 Thomas Leong: Is there a free forex feed where you don't need to open an account? 

01:33:16 Leigh ß: kayson -- i used 10:23am high and 1202pm high 

01:33:43 Carlos Escoto: @leighThanks for posting and the R2R Tool,!!!...... I took 2 long NQ 

trades both for over 30 points, 14900 area for a Friday I think I am done trading... 

01:35:05 Kayson: thx leigh. u trade it across sessions. didn't look at that before 

01:35:22 Leigh ß: hey carlos -- enjoy the tool... nice trades cool man... well done. very smart to 

stop trading once in profit. 

01:35:45 LARRY SHEPHARD: NT told me they don’t provide forex data, who is it free from? 

01:36:32 Leigh ß: kayson -- yes you can, market geometry.. many ways to do it. 

01:36:46 LARRY SHEPHARD: thx 

01:39:47 Richard Butnik: leigh can you post the tool again? I just hopped into the room and I 

don't see the pot 

01:41:22 Leigh ß: richard -- you see it ? 

01:42:37 Richard Butnik: yes great thanks 

01:44:06 LARRY SHEPHARD: Was that a new r to r indicator? 

01:45:06 Leigh ß: larry -- its an improved risk reward tool, i took ninjatraders tool and changed it 

around a bit.. :-) 

01:45:20 Carlos Escoto: Can you replace it with the current (crt F4)? to replace NT... 

01:45:33 LARRY SHEPHARD: Can I get a copy? 

01:45:36 Ben Birdsell: Leigh, can’t wait to use the R2R tool. Great, love it! 



01:45:53 Leigh ß: larry i will post it again 

01:47:08 Ben Birdsell: Leigh, you are now my best buddy. 

01:47:11 Frank Slegtenhorst: Great job Leigh. Thanks 

01:47:52 Leigh ß: ben ---ben hur always welcome in my house :-) 

01:48:05 Leigh ß: thanks frank 

01:48:13 Kayson: classic....the old one 

01:48:20 Ben Birdsell: thanks 

01:48:30 Leigh ß: kayson ES hit that gravity line again 

01:48:37 Kayson: yeah 

01:48:39 Kayson: I c it 

01:48:55 Leigh ß: kayson how much money do you want lol... 

01:49:03 Dave Heap: On the Wild Card, my indicator has square boxes and not arrows. How 

do I change that? 

01:49:06 Kayson: do u do first touch only? 

01:49:39 Leigh ß: kayson... i do 2 to 3 touches, sometimes 4.. you can always stop out and go on 

its backside. 

01:49:52 Kayson: right 

01:50:50 Leigh ß: kayson , so if it did go up and break it... go long on retest or if aggressive like me, 

long straight away once broken.. 

01:51:10 Jose Guerra: Leigh, thank you for the Risk Reward tools, Is there a way to save the 

settings of risk reward, each time I use it go to the default setting where the T3 and T4 have a 0 

01:51:57 Carlos Escoto: Yeah Market Geometry is a must for trading 

01:52:25 Jose Guerra: thank you 

01:52:29 Leigh ß: carlos -- its vital !! that and pattern recognition. 

01:52:45 Carlos Escoto: agreed 

01:53:46 Kayson: hey leigh, how long would it take you to code R:R for position sizing based on 

%age acct bal. that would be cool 

01:58:42 Leigh ß: kayson -- i bit more work have to look at trading account, probably select it in 

the tool hmm can be done.. will see what i can do.... cant program now too busy managing other 

peoples money... will take a look over the weekend. 

02:02:22 Kayson: cool. thx much 



02:06:45 Dave Heap: I get a message Invalid symbol -  Volatility Squeeze Entry is only valid for 

NQ and MNQ.   ?? 

02:07:16 Carlos Escoto: probably Leigh buying now 

02:08:45 Dave Heap: When I joined. Just downloaded the new one, but not installed. 

02:09:17 Dave Heap: OK 

02:09:28 Carlos Escoto: I am long by way of on some SPX PUTS(SOLD) 

02:09:58 Leigh ß: no buying.. im a bear. 

02:11:20 Thomas Leong: with supply chain issues, make sure to get your lumps of coal ready for 

Xmas 

02:11:37 Carlos Escoto: yes market needs to drop another 25 points before I am worry this PUTS 

expire today.... 

02:11:41 Leigh ß: exactly,  its very very amrageddon like conditions. 

02:13:20 LARRY SHEPHARD: Down loaded new version, still do not seem to have everything. 

02:13:59 LARRY SHEPHARD: Pullback trigger, VOl pullback 

02:14:10 LARRY SHEPHARD: Dow theroy 

02:16:04 Ninjacators: kyle@ninjacators.com 

02:16:05 craig: how do you see the version you have 

02:16:22 Thomas Leong: you might be able to drop box it? 

02:16:22 LARRY SHEPHARD: Ok thanks 

02:18:09 Kayson: its all over 

02:18:09 Dave Heap: Just downloaded the new one, and it's  2.0.3.2 

02:28:01 Carlos Escoto: all this area currently is also SPX 4400 (+/- 5 points) big decision area... 

02:28:03 Frank Slegtenhorst: How did you get the volume? 

02:29:14 Carlos Escoto: taper 

02:30:21 Leigh ß: frank  ---- Order Flow Volume Profile  Ctrl+3 

02:30:22 Ben Birdsell: It the Volume profile in our Signal Lab? 

02:30:35 Thomas Leong: Is there a way to put the unfinished auctions on without the rest of the 

OF stuff? 

02:30:59 Leigh ß: i thought it was ninjatraders vol tool. 

02:31:07 Thomas Leong: Theres a free order flow volume in drawing set too. 



02:32:20 Frank Slegtenhorst: Cool. Thanks 

02:33:02 Andrew Meyers: Hi Kyle, I joined the signal lab this week after last week's 5 day 

course.  I never received anything re Rockwell 

02:33:04 Leigh ß: yes -- use the visualizer. 

02:33:10 Thomas Leong: thanks Kyle 

02:33:11 Frank Slegtenhorst: Thanks Kyle. Great session. 

02:33:22 Ninjacators: support@ninjacators.com 

02:33:35 Carlos Escoto: Rockwell stuff is in the New Website 

02:33:37 Andrew Meyers: I did, but they said I wouldn't hear until Thursday or Friday, but I 

still haven't heard anything. 

02:33:45 Heinz Lenhard: Thanks Kyle 

02:33:47 LARRY SHEPHARD: Thanks Kyle 

02:33:56 John Tran: Thank you, Kyle. 

02:34:06 Andrew Meyers: thanks, kyle 

02:34:10 Ben Birdsell: Thanks again Kyle 

02:34:12 Leigh ß: i bought visualizer for $7 bucks.. that does it. 

02:34:18 Leigh ß: thanks all.. have a great weekend.. take care :-) 

02:34:20 Henry Hunter: Thanks Kyle. 

02:34:31 Carlos Escoto: Thank you All 


